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Plunging surf is a known generator of infrasound, though the mechanisms have not been clearly
identified. A model based on collective bubble oscillations created by demise of the initially
entrained air pocket is examined. Computed spectra are compared to infrasound data from the island
of Kauai during periods of medium, large, and extreme surf. Model results suggest that bubble
oscillations generated by plunging waves are plausible generators of infrasound, and that dynamic
bubble plume evolution on a temporal scale comparable to the breaking wave period may contribute
to the broad spectral lobe of dominant infrasonic energy observed in measured data. Application of
an inverse model has potential to characterize breaking wave size distributions, energy, and temporal
changes in seafloor morphology based on remotely sensed infrasound.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oceanic ambient noise arises from a diverse set of geo-
physical, biological, and mechanical sources. This paper fo-
cuses on characterization of infrasound �1–20 Hz� produced
from ocean waves breaking on coastlines-surf. Wave break-
ing processes are important contributors to the acoustic am-
bient field. Above roughly 500 Hz breathing-mode oscilla-
tion of individual air bubbles entrained by breaking waves
constitute an important underwater sound source,1 while at
frequencies below 500 Hz it has been shown that collective
bubble oscillations are significant generators of acoustic
power.2–6 In the infrasonic band known contributors include
turbulence, machinery, and wave-wave interactions.7,8

Analysis of oceanic infrasound by Nichols �1986� led to
speculation that breaking waves could be capable sources,9

followed by McCreery and Duennebier �1993� who postu-
lated that hydroacoustic energy in the 0.5–10 Hz band might
be attributed to coastal wave breaking.10 It has been shown
that near surface infrasonic sources can couple with insignifi-
cant power loss into the atmosphere,11 and several studies
have verified surf as a persistent and significant source of
atmospheric infrasound.12–15

The type of breaking wave exerts a large influence on
the generation of low frequency sound. Wave tank observa-
tions by Loewen and Melville revealed that plunging waves
generate low frequency �f �20 Hz� energy correlated with
breaking, while spilling waves do not.5 Likewise, measure-
ment of individual coastal breaking waves by Garcés et al.
found that plunging waves were effective infrasonic sources
�f �20 Hz�, whereas spilling breakers were not.16 Plunging
waves are characterized by an overturning jet �or wall� of
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water which plunges forward of the wave and completely
encloses a pocket of air �the tube, or barrel�, while spilling
breakers collapse into a bore of foam. Therefore, one can
speculate that the unique water jet impact and enclosed vor-
tex generation of plunging waves are candidate mechanisms
for infrasound generation.

Even though specific generation mechanisms for surf in-
frasound have not been clearly identified, the foregoing ob-
servations suggest several likely sources: hydraulic impact of
the plunging wave jet,17 oscillations of the plunging wave
jet-splash cycle,18 impulse pressure “bounce back” from hy-
draulic impacts on elastic bodies �cliffs, reefs, seafloor�,19

multiple coherent vortex structure generation under the
wave,20 breathing-mode oscillation of the initially enclosed
air volume,5 and the collective oscillation of the collapsing
bubble plume,16,21

Regarding the collective oscillation mechanism as a low
frequency source, Carey speculated “If the spatial distribu-
tion of bubbles is related to the vorticity distribution, then the
noise due to collective oscillations should have frequencies
determined by the size of the vorticities”.22 The primary aim
of this paper is to investigate the collective bubble oscillation
mechanism as a potential generator of infrasound from
plunging surf with sufficient energy and spatial scales. A
model is developed in which bubble plume distributions are
estimated from breaking wave spectra. Plume oscillations
and temporal evolution lead to an estimate of acoustic radia-
tion frequency as a function of breaking wave frequency,
which is transformed into a relative acoustic amplitude spec-
trum. Model results are compared to field data and some
inferences regarding bubble plume evolutions are presented.
© 2008 Acoustical Society of America23�5�/2506/7/$23.00



II. LOW FREQUENCY SOUND GENERATION FROM
BUBBLE OSCILLATIONS

Wave breaking results in subsurface air entrainment
which leads to both individual5 as well as collective bubble
oscillations,2,4 each capable of generating low frequency
acoustic radiation. According to Loewen and Melville, the
low frequency sound produced by plunging waves contains
two components.5 The first is detected at the time of breaking
and is attributed to “volumetric pulsation of the cylinder of
pure air �100% void fraction� entrapped by the plunging
wave crest.” The second, which initiates some fraction of a
wave period, later occurs when “the cylinder of pure air
breaks up to form a bubble plume.” It was noted by Loewen
and Melville that the second component is a “slightly lower
frequency signal” than the first.

Field observation and experiments indicate that the cross
section of initial air entrainment by plunging waves is typi-
cally asymmetric.5,23,24 Longuet-Higgins expressed the cross-
section of the initial air volume in terms of a parametric
cubic function with a shape resembling a teardrop �see Fig.
1�.23 Experimental work by Loewen and Melville found it
convenient to model the bubble plume as a semicylindrical
horizontal tube parallel to the crest of the wave.5 As a com-
parison, Fig. 1 plots the Longuet-Higgins vortex function
along with a semicylindrical cross section that has a radius
the same dimension as the maximum vortex height.

Based on wave tank experiments Loewen and Melville
fitted an empirical expression for the lowest eigenfrequency
�see Fig. 2� of the semicylindrical horizontal bubble plume5

fc �
1

2.5RB

�Po

��
, �1�

where the range of approximation encompassed a plume ra-
dius RB less than 1 m, and air volume fraction � less than
0.1. Po denotes the ambient pressure and � the density of
water. This expression is similar to that of the lowest eigen-
frequency of a spherical cloud of radius R reported by Carey
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FIG. 1. Longuet-Higgins cubic vortex function compared to a semicylindri-
cal cross section.
in Ref. 4
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fs =
1

2�R
�3�Po

��
, �2�

where � is the adiabatic ratio of specific heat. Comparison of
Eqs. �1� and �2� reveals that fc�1.45fs, indicating that the
asymmetric plume has a higher fundamental resonance than
the spherical plume.

Using � values in the range measured by Deane,24 �
=1 �isothermal conditions, bubble surface tension is ne-
glected�, Po=111,145 Pa �depth 1 m� and �=1000 kg /m3,
results of Eqs. �1� and �2� are shown in Fig. 2. These results
indicate that for plunging breakers which produce approxi-
mately semicylindrical bubble clouds with characteristic ra-
dii larger than about 1 /2 m, infrasonic generation from col-
lective bubble oscillation is plausible.

III. ACOUSTIC MODEL

The model relies on a breaking wave spectrum to esti-
mate the distribution of bubble plume sizes, which is trans-
formed into an acoustic radiation spectrum. Considering only
the entrained air oscillations, the model can be represented
with a series of functional transformations applied to the
deepwater wave spectrum.

Model input consists of a deepwater ocean wave spec-
trum S��� �Fig. 3�, which can be constructed from wave
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FIG. 2. Lowest eigenfrequency of collective bubble oscillation.
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the acoustic transformation model: � is the deepwater
ocean wave frequency, �a the acoustic radiation frequency, S the deepwater
wave spectrum, HB the breaking wave height spectrum, RB the bubble cloud
characteristic length distribution and B the amplitude spectrum of acoustic

radiation.
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growth models applied to atmospheric weather conditions, or
applied directly from observed ocean data buoys. The non-
linear transformation FB��� produces a breaking wave height
spectrum HB���, which will depend on local bathymetry.
FB��� can be obtained from a breaker height index derived
from empirical data,25 or from a hydrodynamic wave
model.26 The breaking wave spectrum is then converted to a
spectrum of bubble cloud characteristic lengths, RB���, by
the function FR��� which can be modeled from data relating
bubble cloud distributions to breaking wave height27 and
temporal evolution of plume dynamics.6 The bubble cloud
dimension is transformed into spectrum of acoustic radiation
frequencies, �a��� �see Fig. 4�, based on the nonlinear trans-
formation FA��� which accounts for the radiation character-
istics of the bubble plume.5 Note that the deepwater wave
frequency is denoted by �, while the acoustic radiation fre-
quency is denoted �a. Finally, the nonlinear distribution of
radiation frequencies is summed and scaled across the acous-
tic frequency spectrum to estimate the acoustic radiation
spectrum B��a�. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the
model.

A. Breaking wave height spectrum

In the current model we employ the JONSWAP
spectrum28 as the deepwater wave generator, although other
suitable distributions can be used. Median values of
JONSWAP spectrum parameters were used �peak enhance-
ment factor �=3.3, peak width factor �=0.08.� Model input
consists of wind speed and fetch, from which the deepwater
wave spectrum S��� is computed.

The function FB��� transforms the deepwater wave
spectrum into a breaking wave spectrum: HB���=FB�S����.
One way to quantify the transition from deepwater-to-
breaking wave height is with the breaker height index hB

=HB /Ho where HB is the breaking wave height and Ho the
25
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FIG. 4. Radiation frequencies of collective bubble oscillation from Eq. �6�
versus the deepwater wave frequency for spectra with SWH of 1.7, 3.1, 4.5
and 5.9 m.
deepwater wave height. The breaker height index depends
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on beach slope and the incident wave steepness Ho /Lo,
where Lo is the wavelength, and can be described with a
power law of the form

hB = c�Ho/Lo�−d �3�

with parameters c=0.5784, d=0.23925 for a beach slope of
1 /10, and c=0.5403, d=0.21618 for a beach slope of 1 /50.

Given a deepwater wave spectrum and slope of the
beach where breaking will occur, a breaker height spectrum
can be estimated by multiplying the deepwater spectrum
with the corresponding breaker height index at each fre-
quency.

HB��� = hB��� · S��� �4�

With an estimate of the breaking wave spectrum at hand, the
next step is to relate the breaking wave distribution to bubble
cloud dimensions.

B. Bubble plume distribution

Application of Eq. �1� to estimate the acoustic spectrum
of collective bubble radiation requires specification of the
bubble plume radius, RB, for each wave of the spectrum.
Based on similarity between the Longuet-Higgins vortex
function and a semicylinder of comparable scale �Fig. 1�, the
model assumes that the vortex height Hv, can be used as an
approximation to the semicylindrical radius of Eq. �1�. We
therefore seek a variable, CH, which scales the breaking
wave height into an equivalent vortex height as shown in Eq.
�5�.

RB��� = Hv��� = CH · HB��� . �5�

Mead and Black quantified ratios of vortex to breaking
height at 26 surf locations,27 from which we compute a mean
value of CH=0.37. The model estimate of initially entrained
vortex height is therefore specified as: Hv���=0.37·HB���.

C. Bubble radiation

The model assumes that the fundamental frequency fc

specified in Eq. �1� scales to plume dimensions larger than
RB�1 m. This assumption is based on the scale invariance
observed between Eqs. �1� and �2� in Fig. 2 as R exceeds
1 m. A spectrum of acoustic radiation frequencies associated
with each incident breaking wave frequency can then be
computed by combination of Eqs. �1� and �5�:

�a��� =
2�

2.5Hv���
�Po

��
. �6�

Equation �6� does not quantify the spectral amplitude of ra-
diation, rather, it defines a mapping between an incident
breaking wave frequency and an estimate of the frequency of
radiation of the collapsing vortex. Estimates of relative spec-
tral amplitude are addressed in the next section.

To examine the evolution of bubble radiation with
changes in wave group energy, Fig. 4 plots radiation frequen-
cies of Eq. �6� for ocean wave spectra with deepwater sig-
nificant wave heights of 1.7, 3.1, 4.5 and 5.9 m. As ocean
wave group energy increases, with a corresponding increase

in dominant wavelength and height, the acoustic radiation
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frequencies deepen into lower values. Thus we expect acous-
tic radiation spectra to exhibit stronger low frequency energy
as incident ocean wave energy increases. One can also ob-
serve that the acoustic radiation broadens, covering a wider
range of incident wave frequencies. This suggests that as
incident wave energy increases, the acoustic radiation spec-
trum should also broaden around its main energy lobe.

D. Spectral amplitude estimates

The acoustic radiation frequencies of the model are
computed from Eq. �6�, we seek to transform this spectrum
of radiation frequencies �such as shown in Fig. 4 where �a

=2�fa� into a spectrum of acoustic radiation amplitude,
B��a�. The task is to identify the amplitude coefficient, B,
associated with each acoustic radiation frequency �a.

It is clear from the nonlinear nature of �a��� in Fig. 4
that bubble oscillations induced from multiple ocean wave
frequencies can contribute to a single value of �a, and there-
fore B. This reflects the fact that for a given wave spectra,
there can exist two frequencies with the same wave height.
To account for these multiple sources, denote the acoustic
radiation amplitude coefficient from each of k contributing
ocean wave frequency as ak���. In relation to Fig. 4 there are
two contributing ocean waves at most values of �a, so that
values of k are 1 and 2.

From an engineering perspective, there are a finite num-
ber of points in the spectra �a and B, and we denote the
analysis binwidth of each component of B as 	�a. Within
each 	�a we designate the number of points for each of the
k components as n. With an assumption of superposition, the
discrete value of B within each analysis binwidth is given by

B�	�a� = �
k

�
n

ak,n. �7�

Figure 5 depicts the application of Eq. �7� to a representative
radiation frequency spectrum �a���.

Failure of superposition would arise from destructive in-
terference between multiple, independent sources radiating at
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tence of the bubble plumes are an order of magnitude greater
than the periods of �a. Given detector integration windows
which are significantly greater than the wave period, it can
be assumed that phase components are uniformly distributed
and the amplitudes will be additive.

It is likely that a is a multiparametric function not just
dependent on �, but also a function of wave energy, site-
specific wave breaking parameters such as beach slope, and
other factors. Ideally, an estimate of the amplitude could be
made from a low frequency acoustic model which considers
both the bubble oscillation mechanics and the source-
receiver transfer functions. For example, in the ocean layer
the low frequency bubble oscillation models of Oguz29 or
Means30 might assess the integrated behavior of the bubble
plumes, while an additional aeroacoustic transfer function
would be needed to model the atmospheric propagation to
the infrasonic sensors. However, application of such models
is beyond the scope of the present effort, and, it is useful to
assess to what extent a simple first-order model can provide
a robust and efficient estimator of breaking wave energy
from remotely monitored infrasound. Here we make the as-
sumption that a��� decays according to a simple 1 / f scaling

an = An/fan
, �8�

where A is a coefficient which can be used to describe the
amplitude factors derived from higher order models such as
those by Oguz29 and Means,30 and which can account for
corrections due to the density of points summed in 	�a. The
discrete magnitude coefficients of B are then specified by

B�	�a� = �
k

�
n

Ak,n/fak,n
. �9�

In the current model, A�1, and consequently this model
is incapable of predicting absolute spectrum levels, it is lim-
ited to characterization of cutoff frequencies and spectral
shape.

E. Bubble plume evolution

Bubble plumes from breaking ocean waves are known to
persist for time scales on the order of seconds to tens of
seconds. Given the dynamic environment in which the
plumes are formed, and the unbalanced nature of the forces,
plumes can evolve significantly within relatively short time
scales �fractions of wave period�. Two of the primary
changes are a decrease in plume entrained air fraction, �, and
an increase in plume cross-sectional area. Other important
features include the horizontal and vertical velocities of the
plume.

Lamarre and Melville6 quantified plume dynamics in
wavetank measurements and reported statistical moments of
plume evolution. The mean void fraction as a function of
time exhibited a nearly linear decrease for approximately
one-half wave period after breaking. Based on their results,
we have applied the following relationship to model the void

fraction evolution:
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��t� = ��0� −
0.56t

T
; t 


T

2
, �10�

where T is the wave period and ��0� the initial air void
fraction.

The bubble plume cross-sectional area normalized by
the initial volume per unit width �A� � was also reported as a
function of time. It exhibited a nearly linear increase for the
first several tenths of wave period after breaking, then tended
to flatten out, and eventually decrease after times comparable
to a wave period. There was considerable scatter in the data
for times greater than about 0.2 T.

Equation �5� defines the initial bubble plume radius
RB�� , t=0� as a function of breaking wave height. To model
the evolution of plume radius, RB is modulated with the rela-
tive radius length scale �A� /2

RB��,t� =
�A � �t�

2
RB��,t = 0� . �11�

Values of RB�� , t� are then applied in Eq. �6� as the vortex
height Hv to model time-varying plume growth. Figure 6
plots the evolution of the relative plume radius �A� /2,
where values of A� were taken from Ref. 6.

IV. KAUAI DATA

Figure 7 plots atmospheric infrasound recorded at a
nearshore inland location on the island of Kauai during pe-
riods of moderate, high and extreme surf over the period
March 4–March 10, 2005.12 The spectra are parameterized in
terms of significant wave height �SWH� measured from sea-
floor mounted pressure sensors offshore the surf zone. As the
SWH increases there is a general increase in sound level, a
shift to lower frequencies of the dominant energy, and a
broadening of the dominant energy lobe. These observations
are consistent with expectations of spectral evolution sug-
gested by the computed radiation frequency spectra of Fig. 4.

Signal processing of the raw infrasound data collected at
Kauai used an integration window of �=3600 s to estimate
the spectral levels presented in Fig. 7. Since the model is
based on transformation of radiation frequencies derived
from a complete breaking wave distribution, model predic-
tions are relevant only if the data window has sufficient
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FIG. 6. Approximate evolution of plume cross-sectional area.
length to sample a significant proportion of wavenumbers
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represented in the breaking wave distribution. Most of the
energy in the ocean wave spectra are contained in the
0.05–0.1 Hz bands, with dominant frequencies in the range
0.06–0.09 Hz corresponding to periods of 11–17 s. The
long integration windows of the Kauai data allow for over
150 events with a period of 20 s, and therefore are deemed
appropriate for model comparison.

V. MODEL RESULTS

This section presents comparisons of model results with
measured data. Parameters used in model runs are as follows:

1. Slope of the breaking wave seafloor m=0.06.
2. Initial plume void fraction �0=0.35, consistent with mea-

sured values by Deane.24

3. Initial vortex breaking height ratio CH=0.37, from Sec.
III B, Eq. �5�.

4. Radiation spectrum �fa� amplitude analysis binwidth
	�a=0.5 Hz.

In default mode the model assumes that bubble plumes
are static, there is a single bubble distribution that is summed
in Eq. �9� to estimate the spectral shape. The model is ca-
pable of including contributions from additional bubble dis-
tributions according the evolution Eqs. �10� and �11�. With
this dynamic plume option, the void fraction values are de-
creased according to Eq. �10�, and the plume effective radius
is increased according to Eq. �11�. Contributions for addi-
tional plumes in Eq. �9� are evaluated at fractional wave
periods t /T=0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5.

Figure 8 plots results of Eq. �9� corresponding to deep-
water significant wave heights of 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.8, 3.7 and
4.6 m. Since the model computes only relative spectral lev-
els, a bias term has been added to each computed spectrum
to match the 10 Hz value of observed data.

Concerning the medium to large scale surf �SWH
1.8–2.4 m� represented in Fig. 8, characterization of the
dominant infrasonic frequency is reasonable. This indicates
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that the presumed bubble oscillation mechanism is a candi-
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ith S
date mechanism for generation of surf infrasound. It is also
observed that the dynamic plume approximation has a
broader main lobe, and lower cutoff frequency than the static
plume, which is consistent with a larger sample of plume
distributions that grow in size as the plume evolves. This
result suggests that dynamic plume evolution is a significant
factor contributing to the broad spectral lobes of dominant
energy observed in field data.

Model results for the large and extreme surf conditions
�SWH�2.5 m� estimate spectral shapes similar to the data,
again with a slightly broader, lower frequency main energy
lobe with the dynamic plume approximation. Prominence of
the main energy lobe diverging from the spectral shape of the
observed data may indicate that at these large spatial scales
and energies the collective bubble oscillation mechanism is
not a dominant contributor to infrasound generation. In this
regime, the impact mechanisms may play a larger role.

VI. DISCUSSION

It has been recognized that remotely sensed infrasound
has potential to provide “useful insight into coastal processes
and permit an assessment of wave energy distribution in the
littoral zone”.31 Indeed, Aucan et al. demonstrated that the
bandpassed time series envelope of atmospheric infrasound
generated by plunging surf can be used to estimate the domi-
nant breaking wave period.32 As an extension, we propose
that based on an infrasound model such as that described
above, an inverse model could be used to estimate a breaking
wave height spectrum HB��� from a measured infrasound
spectrum B��a�.

Not only can an estimate of HB��� be obtained, but one
should also be able to estimate the bubble plume size distri-
bution RB���. Lamarre and Melville33 found that dissipation
of breaking ocean wave energy by air entrainment against
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buoyancy can account for up to 50% of the dissipated en-
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ergy. Therefore, with an estimate of the initial wave energy
spectrum and the entrained air volumes, the wave energy
dissipated in breaking might be estimated. The residual could
provide an estimate of the wave energy available for runup
on the shore.

Another potential assessment of littoral dynamics is long
term monitoring of surf zone bathymetric changes. Since
bathymetry is a key variable in determination of the breaking
wave spectrum, it is conceivable that parametric model fits to
long term infrasonic monitoring could characterize seafloor
morphology over times cales of days to months.

VII. CONCLUSION

A simple, functional transformation model of infrasound
generated by collective bubble oscillations from collapsing
air pockets entrained by plunging surf has been developed.
The model is limited to estimation of relative spectral shape
and cutoff frequencies since the amplitude coefficients of
radiating spectral components are not quantified. Application
of low frequency models which characterize the amplitude
distributions, and source-receiver transfer functions29,30 have
potential to remove this limitation. Nonetheless, the model
captures the observed characteristics of surf infrasound
which include migration of dominant infrasonic energy to
lower frequencies as ocean wave energy increases, and a
broadening of the infrasonic energy distribution across the
main lobe.

The model matches dominant infrasound frequencies
and spectral shape reasonably well for medium to large scale
surf, which may indicate that collective bubble oscillations
are effective generators of surf infrasound. Further, it is sug-
gested that dynamic plume evolution between breaking
events is crucial to produce the observed broad spectral lobe
around the dominant frequency of infrasonic energy. At the
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when breaking wave heights exceed roughly 5 m, the model
overestimates the relative amplitude of the lowest frequency
components of the infrasound. This may indicate that at these
larger spatial scales and energies the collective bubble oscil-
lation mechanism is less important. In this regime hydrody-
namic sources such as jet impact, vortex generation, impulse
pressure bounce back, impact reverberations, as well as the
massive bores of foam which persist shoreward of the plung-
ing surf zone are potential contributors.

Estimation of acoustic radiation spectra from deepwater
ocean wave spectra �forward model� constitutes a nonlinear
transformation. Inversion of this model, for example with a
neural network or other nonlinear state estimator, has poten-
tial to characterize surf-zone hydraulic and geomorphic dy-
namics based on remote infrasound sensing. In particular, it
is suggested that the breaking wave height distribution, wave
energy dissipation, wave energy runup potential, and long
term bathymetric dynamics could be assessed.
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